treatment - TREATMENT
wave2 - Newspaper subscription processed in 2nd wave
completematch - Successfully matched to state voting data
Bgetsmag - Subscribes to any news or political magazine
post - Received Post treatment
times - Received Times treatment
surveyed - Surveyed in post-election survey
Bfemale - Female
reportedage - Age of respondent
Bvoted2004 - Self-report, voted in 2004 general election
Bvoted2002 - Self-report, voted in 2002 general election
Bvoted2001 - Self-report, voted in 2001 general election
Bconsumer - Respondent drawn from consumer database sample frame
Bpreferrepub - Prefers the Republican candidate for upcoming VA gubernatorial election
Bpreferdem - Prefers the Democratic candidate for upcoming VA gubernatorial election
Bprefernoone - No stated preference for upcoming VA gubernatorial election
paper - Received either Post or Times treatment
voted - Self-report voted in 2005 VA Gubernatorial election
voteddem - Voted for Democrat in 2005 Gub election, set to missing if did not vote
voteddem_all - Voted for Democrat in 2005 Gub election, set to 0 if did not vote
preferdem - Did not vote in 2005 Gub election, but preferred Democrat
voteddem2 - Voted for or preferred Democrat in 2005 Gub election
mostimp_scandals - Most important problem facing country (1=issue other than scandals, 0=scandals)
iraq_post - Most important issues in Iraq (1=constitution or Hussein trial, 0=other)
bushapproval - Bush approval (4=strong approval, 1=strong disapproval)
repfavorable - Overall opinion of Republican Party favorable (0=v unfavorable, 3=v favorable)
demunfavorable byte - Overall opinion of Democratic Party unfavorable (1=v favorable, 4=v unfavorable)
iraq - Progress in Iraq (0=very badly, 3=very well)
leak - Leak case (3=no one did anything wrong, 1=something illegal)
alito - Alito confirmation (3=should confirm, 1=should not confirm)
iraqdead - Knew number of dead in Iraq
libby - Identified Libby as involved in leak
miers - Identified Miers as Supreme Court nominee
getapaper - Reports receiving a paper
gettimes - Reports receiving Times
getpost - Reports receiving Post
readfrqr - Frequency respondent reads paper (0=Never, 3=Every day)
readsome - Reads paper at least several times per week
conservative - Self-identified Conservativism (7=extreme conservative, 1=extreme libral)
consindexgen - Broad policy index (higher scores conservative)
consindexpol - Specific Issue Index (mostimp_scandals, iraq_post, iraq, leak, alito)
factindex - Fact index (iraqdead, libby, miers)
doperator1 - dateoperator== 1.0000
doperator2 - dateoperator== 2.0000
doperator3 - dateoperator== 3.0000
doperator4 - dateoperator== 4.0000
doperator5 - dateoperator== 5.0000
doperator6 - dateoperator== 6.0000
doperator7 - dateoperator== 7.0000
doperator8 - dateoperator== 8.0000
doperator9 - dateoperator== 9.0000
doperator10 - dateoperator== 10.0000
doperator11 - dateoperator== 11.0000
doperator12 - dateoperator== 12.0000
doperator13 - dateoperator== 13.0000
doperator14 - dateoperator== 14.0000
doperator15 - dateoperator== 15.0000
doperator16 - dateoperator== 16.0000
doperator17 - dateoperator== 17.0000
doperator18 - dateoperator== 18.0000
doperator19 - dateoperator== 19.0000
doperator20 - dateoperator== 20.0000
doperator21 - dateoperator== 21.0000
doperator22 - dateoperator== 22.0000
doperator23 - dateoperator== 23.0000
doperator24 - dateoperator== 24.0000
doperator25 - dateoperator== 25.0000
doperator26 - dateoperator== 26.0000
doperator27 - dateoperator== 27.0000
doperator28 - dateoperator== 28.0000
doperator29 - dateoperator== 29.0000
doperator30 - dateoperator== 30.0000
doperator31 - dateoperator== 31.0000
doperator32 - dateoperator== 32.0000
doperator33 - dateoperator== 33.0000
doperator34 - dateoperator== 34.0000
doperator35 - dateoperator== 35.0000
doperator36 - dateoperator== 36.0000
doperator37 - dateoperator== 37.0000
doperator38 - dateoperator== 38.0000
doperator39 - dateoperator== 39.0000
doperator40 - dateoperator== 40.0000
doperator41 - dateoperator== 41.0000
doperator42 - dateoperator== 42.0000
doperator43 - dateoperator== 43.0000
doperator44 - dateoperator== 44.0000
doperator45 - dateoperator== 45.0000
doperator46 - dateoperator== 46.0000
doperator47 - dateoperator== 47.0000
doperator48 - dateoperator== 48.0000
doperator49 - dateoperator== 49.0000
doperator50 - dateoperator== 50.0000
doperator51 - dateoperator== 51.0000
doperator52 - dateoperator== 52.0000
doperator53 - dateoperator== 53.0000
doperator54 - dateoperator== 54.0000
doperator55 - dateoperator== 55.0000
doperator56 - dateoperator== 56.0000
doperator57 - dateoperator== 57.0000
doperator58 - dateoperator== 58.0000
doperator59 - dateoperator== 59.0000
doperator60 - dateoperator== 60.0000
doperator61 - dateoperator== 61.0000
doperator62 - dateoperator== 62.0000
doperator63 - dateoperator== 63.0000
doperator64 - dateoperator== 64.0000
doperator65 - dateoperator== 65.0000
doperator66 - dateoperator== 66.0000
doperator67 - dateoperator== 67.0000
doperator68 - dateoperator== 68.0000
doperator69 - dateoperator== 69.0000
doperator70 - dateoperator== 70.0000
doperator71 - dateoperator== 71.0000
doperator72 - dateoperator== 72.0000
doperator73 - dateoperator== 73.0000
doperator74 - dateoperator== 74.0000
doperator75 - dateoperator== 75.0000
doperator76 - dateoperator== 76.0000
doperator77 - dateoperator== 77.0000
doperator78 - dateoperator== 78.0000
doperator79 - dateoperator== 79.0000
doperator80 - dateoperator== 80.0000
doperator81 - dateoperator== 81.0000
cells - Strata indicator

voted2006g - Voted 2006 - Administrative state voting data
voted2005g - Voted 2005 - Administrative state voting data
voted2004g - Voted 2004 - Administrative state voting data
voted2003g - Voted 2003 - Administrative state voting data
voted2002g - Voted 2002 - Administrative state voting data
voted2001g - Voted 2001 - Administrative state voting data
voted2000g - Voted 2000 - Administrative state voting data
treatmentn - Experimental treatment (control, post or times) - numeric
MBfemale - Female, missing
Mreportedage - Age of respondent, missing
MBvoted2004 - Self-report voted in 2004 general election, missing
MBvoted2002 - Self-report voted in 2002 general election, missing
MBvoted2001 - Self-report voted in 2001 general election, missing
MBconsumer - Respondent drawn from consumer database sample frame, missing
MBgetsmag - Subscribes to any news or political magazine, missing
MBpreferdem - Prefers the Democratic candidate for gubernatorial election, missing
MBpreferrepub - Prefers the Republican candidate for gubernatorial election, missing
MBprefernoone - No stated preference for gubernatorial election, missing
Mwave2 - wave2, missing
MZBfemale - Female, missing coded as zero
MZreportedage - Age of respondent, missing coded as zero
MZBvoted2004 - Self-report voted in 2004 general election, missing coded as zero
MZBvoted2002 - Self-report voted in 2002 general election, missing coded as zero
MZBvoted2001 - Self-report voted in 2001 general election, missing coded as zero
MZBconsumer - Respondent drawn from consumer database sample frame, missing coded as zero
MZBgetsmag - Subscribes to any news or political magazine, missing coded as zero
MZBpreferdem - Prefers the Democratic candidate for gubernatorial election, missing coded as zero
MZBpreferrepub - Prefer the Republican candidate for gubernatorial election, missing coded as zero
MZBprefernoone - No stated preference for gubernatorial election, missing coded as zero
MZwave2 - wave2, missing coded as zero